STRENGTHENING THE EUROPEAN SPACE SECTOR
THROUGH AN AMBITIOUS INDUSTRIAL POLICY

High-level guidelines from the European space industry

Background and European uniqueness in space

The space sector is one of the few industrial sectors where Europe remains extremely competitive with respect to the traditional (USA, Russia) and rapidly emerging powers (China): with 4% of the global industrial workforce (45,000 jobs in Europe), the European space industry has produced and launched about 20% of the space infrastructures in the last five years. This achievement is the result of several decades of European cooperation - through the European Space Agency and thanks to the more recent role played by the European Union.

The situation of Europe in space reflects nonetheless a certain number of specificities that sets us apart from the other large space powers: the institutional demand for space infrastructure and services remains limited on our continent, whereas it constitutes, in all the other space powers, a very important protected (captive) market, which is fuelling domestic industrial competitiveness. European institutional investment is thus six to seven times smaller than in the United States; The Russian space budget has meanwhile increased by an average of 10% per year over a decade, while the Chinese budget efforts in this sector are considerable, with significant achievements.

As a consequence of this unique situation and unlike its international competitors, the European space industry highly relies on the commercial business and export sales – that are now experiencing a severe downturn and face uncertainties in the medium term: between 2014 and 2018, 72% (estimation) of the spacecraft mass produced by the European space industry was devoted to commercial activities, against 28% to local institutional markets (which represented about 65% of the estimated sales in value). The same ratio for spacecraft mass in the US industry was an estimate of 43% (against 57% to the domestic market). This situation of extreme exposure of our industry to the competition on open markets makes the institutional support to promote the competitiveness of the sector, through dedicated measures of industrial policy, even more crucial, in line with article 189 of the Lisbon Treaty.

1 Supporting the expansion of industry’s positions worldwide

Considering that the European space industry strongly relies on the commercial business and export sales, a stronger support from the EU institutions to actively promote European space industry offers on the open markets should be a priority – in complement and good coordination with national efforts - with the objective to facilitate access to new markets – by the active promotion of European capabilities.

2 Investing in research & innovation: a must to preserve long-term competitiveness

Furthermore, today’s investment in innovation will be the driver of tomorrow’s competitiveness for the European space sector: maintaining Europe leadership in space implies indeed the availability of a first-rank domestic industry, able to design, deliver and exploit state-of-the-art space systems, required by public and private customers worldwide. EU funding in R&D&I is needed to boost European competitiveness and innovation, and contribute to job creation and growth. From this standpoint, the implementation of Horizon Europe, via relevant budgets, adequate tools and appropriate priority areas, shall ensure that Europe consolidates its leading position.
3 Ensuring a key role for space-based technologies in support to the EU’s rising ambitions in security & defence

Even more in the field of “military space” than on other space markets, captive government markets create externalities on space infrastructure market that distort the terms of the competition, at the detriment of the European space industry – since there are i.e limited space military programmes in Europe or no ambition for Europe-manned systems sustaining industrial activities on a long-run.

In such a context where Europe is lagging behind, new EU policy actions could have a key role to play to foster the competitiveness and innovativeness of the EU’s space technological and industrial base – and contribute to bridge the existing gap with the other space powers.

For this purpose, the implementation of the new regulation creating the European Defence Fund can therefore offer a new opportunity to boost institutional investment in strategic and military applications of space – the central pillar of American, Russian and Chinese space policies.

In complement with this new instrument and pursuant to the TFEU provisions, a priority for the next European Commission should be to decline operationally, in due cooperation with the Member States, the ambitions expressed in the pillar of the Space strategy calling to “reinforce Europe’s autonomy in accessing and using space in a secure and safe environment”. This would require to address the missing capabilities Europe needs to be equipped with to ensure its awareness, autonomy and freedom of action (i.e. security of EU-owned infrastructures in space and security from space).

4 The European space sector needs a regulatory framework driven by strategic considerations and worldwide practices

Since space markets are still characterized by a predominance of public demand and a captive dimension, the development of a procurement strategy that takes into account the specificities of the space sector should be a priority, aiming at:

- Preserve and enhance the European capabilities to design, develop, launch, operate and operate space systems (European autonomy imperative)
- Strengthen the competitiveness, efficiency and reliability of the European space supply chain
- Reduce the technological dependence of the European space sector and ensure security of supply for critical technologies (European sovereignty imperative)

Based on the current policies in all the other space powers and in order to ensure predictability for manufacturers through long-term commitments, stable regulatory framework and sustainable budgets, a reflection on the modalities of a ”European preference” should thus be initiated, in order to meet the European institutional needs for space technologies and services.

In the meantime, it is essential that any attempts to open European institutional markets to non-European actors be strictly conditioned not only to mirror reciprocity practices, but also to ensure that reciprocity is conditioned to a level playing field with non-European competitors. In the same vein, the adaptation of the EU trade policy to defend the European strategic autonomy and promote a ”level playing field” is also a major challenge for the European manufacturing space industry.

5 Making EU public policies reap the full benefit of space-based technologies and services

Lastly, unlocking the cross-sectoral added-value of space based technologies and services at the benefit of other Union’s policies should be actively promoted, with the three-fold objective to maximize the impact of investments pursued in space infrastructures, foster therefore industrial activities and optimize efficiency of public decision-making; all this contributing ultimately to provide wider and more tangible socio economic benefits to the European citizens. In this context, new schemes should be jointly reflected to implement a demand-side policy, where the European Commission would evolve from an exclusive role of “space technology prescriber” towards a stance of sectorial consumer or user of space-based data.